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SIMPLE MODULES AND CENTRALIZERSO

BY

JOHN DAUNS

Abstract. A class of modules generalizing the simple ones is constructed.

Submodule structure and centralizers of quotient modules are completely determined.

The above class of modules is used to study the primitive ideal structure of the tensor

products of algebras.

1. Introduction. A class of bimodules M=R-M-A (left R, right A) over

rings or algebras R and A is constructed that generalizes simple left Ä-modules,

where for simple modules, A is the associated division ring. Consider algebras

A, and A2 over a field F (of arbitrary characteristic). Unlike the simple modules,

if A¡—M¡—Ai for i*=l, 2 are in the class, then so is also their tensor product,

A, ® Ai — M, ® Mz— A, ® A2. Centralizers of quotient modules of M, ® M2 are

determined in terms of Ai ® A2. Due to being closed under tensor products, the

above class is naturally suited for constructing simple A ® 5-modules as quotient

modules of V® W where V, W are simple A, 77-modules. Assume: (1) every

A -module is completely reducible (an identity is not assumed either for A or B);

(2) the centralizer of every simple ,4-module is F. Then every primitive ideal of

A ® B (over F) is uniquely of the form A ® Pz+P, ® B, where P,<^A and P2cB

are primitive.

2. Submodules and centralizers. Those parts of the theory in [7, pp. 111-113]

that will be needed later are developed by using the techniques of [4] or of [8]. This

way of approaching the subject is capable of slightly greater generality, and also

sometimes is shorter.

Notation 2.1. Consider left modules G and TV over any ring R (notation:

G = R — G, N=R — N and similarly for right modules). All rings considered here,

such as R, are not assumed necessarily to contain identities unless explicitly stated

otherwise. The module G generates TV if N=~£ {image (a) \ a e Horn« (G, TV)};

G cogenerates TV if (0) = H {kernel (y) | y e HomÄ (TV, G)}. I.e. G generates if TV

is an epimorphic image of some direct sum of the G, while it cogenerates if TV

can be embedded in a direct product of the G.

The centralizer C(R-M) of any module R — M is defined as C(R-M)

= HomÄ (M, M) = End M, and it will be abbreviated as C(M) or C in case R or
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M are fixed. Then M becomes a right C-module and an R — C-bimodule. The

notation R-M—C not only indicates that M is a left R and a right C-module but

also that the actions of R and C commute. The double centralizer of M is defined

as D(R — M) = C(M — C) and will be shortened to D(M) = D if no confusion can

arise.

Remarks 2.2. (1) There is a homomorphism A: 7c->- D(M).

(2) If /V=0 A*(cc) is a direct sum of left Tc-modules and p(a): A*-> A*(a) is the

projection, then p(a)eC(N) and DN(a)çN(a). Consequently7>(© A*(a))ç=

Il E>(N(a)) is a subdirect product. Here and subsequently in direct sums the

index set is understood and is omitted. Also, there are no restrictions on the car-

dinality of the index set.

(3) A similar result holds for products N=]~[ N(a); the projection p(a): N

-*■ N(a) again belongs to C(N) and D(N)<^Yl D(N(a)) is a subdirect product.

2.3. Suppose M = G@N, where M, G, and N are left 7c-modules. Let

p: M -► G be the projection. View G and N as submodules of M. Frequently it is

useful to view C(G) as a subset of C(M). Any yeC(G) extends to y.G®N

-> Gc G © N—where the extended map is also called y—by setting the restriction

y|7V=0. Thus y e C(M). The projection p induces a ring homomorphism p by

p:D(G@N)-^D(G),       0-»>0*

where >/>*=pi/>p = \/>\G is the restriction and corestriction of i/i to G. Alternatively,

D(G® N)^ D(G) ® D(N) and the above map is simply the projection onto the

first summand D(G). Thus there is a diagram

R

D(G®N)     _    >2>(G)

Lemma 2.4. If M=G® N andp are as above in 2.3, then

(i) p is monic if G generates or cogenerates M.

(ii) If G generates and cogenerates, then p is an isomorphism.

Proof. Conclusion (i) is straightforward (see also [8, p. 430]). The proof of (ii)

is omitted because it is given by K. Fuller in [4], except for a brief indication of

how in [4] an element b e D(G) is extended to D(G © N). Since G generates, each

v e G © N is of the form v = 2gk with geG,ke C(G). Then define ßv = 2(bg)k.

Note that 01G = 6.
The next corollary follows immediately from the preceding lemma. Alternatively,

a direct proof can be found in [7, p. 112, Theorem 2].

Corollary 2.5. Assume M=G® N is a direct sum of left R-modules and that

G generates M. Then

D(G) = R => D(M) = R.
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Definition 2.6. Suppose M is a left module over two rings R and D. The ring

R is said to be dense in D provided any map between finite subsets of M induced by

an element de D can be realized by an element from R. That is, more precisely,

V</e D, V integer k and Vw(l),..., m(k) e M

3r e R such that dm(j) = rm(j),      j = I,..., k.

Remarks 2.7. (1) In particular, if D= D(R — M) and if À: R -> D is the natural

map with kernel {r e R | rM=(0)}, then R is dense in D provided A(7?) is dense in

the topological sense in

X(R) £ D <= MM = n {M\M},

when M has the discrete topology.

(2) Any D-submodule of M is also an 7?-submodule. If the property in the above

definition holds for k = 1, then D- and Tr-submodules coincide.

Definition 2.8. Consider a direct sum of left Ä-modules M=@ M(a). Let

77= ¡¿(a, j3)|| be a (possibly infinite) matrix with entries b(a, ß) e HomÄ (M(a), M(ß)).

Then 77 is called row summable if

Va, y/x e M (a),       xb(a, ß) = 0 for all but at most a finite number of ß.

Remark 2.9. In the above definition, Horn« (M, M) consists precisely of all

row summable matrices 77, where each x e M can be written as a row vector

x = jc(«(1))+ • • • +x(a(n)) = (0- ■ -0, x(a(l)),. ..,x(a(ri)), 0- • -0),

where x(a(k)) e M(a(k)) and x77 is the ordinary matrix product.

2.10. Suppose that M decomposes as the direct sum M=0 M (a) of left R-

modules each isomorphic to a fixed left Ä-module G under e(a) : G -» M (a). Let

p(a): M -► M (a) be the projection and i (a): M (a) -> M the inclusion map. Then

C(M) is isomorphic to the ring of column summable matrices with coefficients in

C(G) under the map

ceC(M),       c ^ \\b(a, ß)\\,

where b(a, ß) = e(a)i(a)cp(ß)e(ß)-1 e C(G).

Notation 2.11. For any module M over any ring R, if(R - M) denotes the lattice

of left Ä-submodules of M, and similarly for right modules. If (C, + ) is any ring C

viewed as a left module over itself, then if(C-(C, + )) is the lattice of left ideals of C.

The next lemma (see [7, p. Ill]) and corollary (see [7, p. 112] for a proof) will

be used several times later.

Lemma 2.12. For M=@ M(a), e(a): G -+ M(a), and p(a): M->■ M(a) as in

2.10, there is a lattice isomorphism of the lattice of right C(G)-submodules of G and

right C(M)-submodules of M given by

if(G-C(G)) «-> £(M- C(M)),

H^QHeia),
Np(a)e(a)-l*-N,

where the last inverse map is independent of the choice of index a.
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Corollary 2.13. Suppose A is a ring with 1 e A and M=M—A is a free right

A-module. There is a lattice isomorphism of the lattice of left ideals of A and the

lattice of C(M—A) submodules of M given by

JS?(A-(A, +))^J?(C(M-A)-M),

L^ML.

3. A class of modules. A class of modules similar but more general than the

simple modules is constructed. Submodules, quotient modules, and tensor products

of the modules of this class are investigated.

Notation 3.1. Suppose R is any ring (1 eR or 1 <£2c) and A is a second ring

with 1 e A. Let M be an R, A-bimodule with R acting on the left, A on the right.

Assume M— A is free on a set X={x(a)} of generators.

It should be noted that if the property described below holds for some particular

integer n, then it also holds for all smaller integers.

3.2. For any integer n, the following three conditions (a), (b), and (c) are equiva-

lent. For any distinct elements x(l),..., x(n) e X, there exists an r eR with the

following properties:

(a) Vz g X, de A, 3r e R such that rx(l) = zd, rx(2)= ■ ■ ■ =rx(ri) = 0.

(b) Vw e M, 3> e R such that rx(l) = w, rx(2) =■■■= rx(n) = 0.

(c) Vw(l),..., w(n) e M,3reR such that rx(j) = w(j) forj=l,..., n.

Proof. Since (c) => (b) => (a), it will suffice to show that (a) => (b) and (b) => (c).

(a)=>(b). Write w=z(l)d(\)+ ■ ■ ■ +z(p)d(p) for z(i)e{x(o)}, and d(i) e A.

By (a), there exists r(j) e R with r(j)x(l) = z(j)d(j), r(j)x(2)= ■ ■ • =r(j>(/î) = 0.

Set r=r(l)+ • • • +rip). Then r;c(l) = H' while rx(2)= • • • =rx(«) = 0.

(b) => (c). By (b), there exist rQ)eR with rij)xij) = wij), rij)xii)=0 for t+j.

Set r = r(l) + • • • +r(n). Then rxij) = rij)xij) = wij). Thus (b) =*■ (c).

Definition 3.3. If for all n any one of the three equivalent conditions 2.2(a),

(b), or (c) hold, then R will be said to satisfy the transitivity condition on M with

respect to X and A.

The class Jf consists of triples (7?, M, A) or bimodules R — M— A, where R is

any ring (1 g 7c or 1 ̂  2c), A is any ring with 1 g A such that

(1) M— A is free on a set le M of generators.

(2) Furthermore, R—M— A and A" satisfy the transitivity condition.

For any R—M— AeJf,X denotes the natural map A: R -> CiM- A).

Let F be any field of arbitrary characteristic. Let ¿f F<= Jf be the subclass of all

R-M-AeJf such that R and A are algebras over F and M is an F- vector space

and an F-algebra bimodule over R and A.

Suppose R-M-Ae Cf~ with respect to free generators X of M -A and that

Fis any other set of free generators of M- A. Then Zand Fare linearly related by

column finite matrices over A that are inverses of each other. As a consequence

of the latter, it can be shown that the transitivity condition also holds with respect

to Y.
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The next lemma gives a concrete way of constructing many examples of modules

in the class Jf.

Lemma 3.4. If A is any ring with identity and M-A any free right module over A,

and if R is defined as R= C(M— A), then

(i) R-M-AeX;

(ii) C(R-M) = Aand D(R-M) = R.

Proof, (i) Use of 2.10 for right modules shows that R is the ring of all row sum-

mable matrices with coefficients in C((A, +) —A)=A. Thus 3.2(c) holds and (i)

follows.

(ii) Note that AçC(A — M) because A acts faithfully on M. Since M is right

A-free, it is of the form M=@ x(<x)A, where each x(a)A generates (and also co-

generates) M. Since x(a)A^ A, D(x(a)A- A) = A. Now apply the dual of Corollary

2.5 for right modules (with G=x(<x)A) to conclude that D(M-A) = A. But then

C(R-M) = D(M-A) = A. Finally, D(R-M) = C(M-A) = R.

Proposition 3.5. For R-M- Ae Jf,

(i) R is dense in C(M—A); consequently the lattices of submodules of these two

rings are equal, i.e. if(R-M) = if(C(M- A) - M).

(ii) There is a lattice isomorphism of the lattice of left ideals of A onto the lattice

of left R-submodules of M given by

if( A - ( A, + )) -> if(R -M),       L->ML.

Proof, (i) For any «i(l),..., m(k) e M, and any s e C(M— A), there are a finite

number x(l),..., x(n) e X={x(a)}—a A-free basis of M—such that each m(j)

=x(l)d(l,j)-\-\-x(ri)d(n, j), where d(i,j) e A may be zero. By the transitivity

condition 3.2(c) (with w(j)=sx(j)), there exists an re7? with rx(j)=sx(j) for

j—l,..., «. But then since both r and s commute with A, also rm(j)=sm(j) for all

j. Hence R is dense in C(M— A). Thus the Ä-submodules of M coincide with the

C(M- A)-submodules. Conclusion (ii) follows from the assertion that iC( A - ( A,+))

^iC(C(M-A)-M) in Corollary 2.13.

The first part (i) of the next theorem is established in slightly greater generality

than the present setting of class Jf.

3.6. Theorem I. Let R and A be any rings (with or without identities) and

M=R — M— A any R— A-bimodule. Assume that MA = M. Let L<=A be any left

ideal and form the left R-module M ¡ML. Then

(i) there is a natural homomorphism C(A — A/L) —> C(R — M/ML).

Now assume in addition that R — M—AeJf, i.e. that

(1) 1 e A and M- A is A-free;

(2) R acts transitively (see 2.2) on a set of free generators of M— A.

Then the map in (i) is

(ii) monk if (I) holds;

(iii) and a bijective isomorphism if both (1) and (2) hold.
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Proof. If A is any ring (1 g A or 1 £ A) and 7,c A is any regular left ideal, then by

[7, p. 25] there is a ring isomorphism C(A—A/L)^N(L)/K, where N(L) is the

idealizer or normalizer N(L)={b e A \ Lb^L} of L in A and where K

= {k g A | Ak^L}. Note that L^K and K is an ideal in N(L). If 1 g A then K=L.

Furthermore y=b + KeN(L)/K acts on A/2, by (d+L)y=db+L for if g A.

(i) For y=b + Ke C(A-A/L), define y*eC(R-M/ML) by (m + ML)y*=mb

+ ML. The map y -> y* is well defined, for if ¿> + K= c+K e N(L)/K, then me M

= MA and ATisL imply that m(b-c)e MA(b-c)^ML. The verification that

y ->■ y* is a ring homomorphism is straightforward and is omitted.

(ii) Now assume (1). Let X={x(a)} be a right A-free basis of M. If the map

y-+y* is not monic, then there are b+L^B+LeN(L)/L, but with mb + ML

= mb~+ML for all meM. Equivalently, x(a)cb + ML = x(a)cb+ ML holds for all

x(a) and all c g A. Pick any x e (x(a)}. Then

xb-xb = xl+x(l)l(l)+ ■ ■ ■ +x(k)l(k) e ML = © x(*)L,

where l,0^l(i)eL and where x, x(l),..., x(k) e{x(a)} are all distinct. This

implies that x(i)l(i)=0 for all i and that xb—xB=xl. The freeness of M over A

implies that b — 5=leL and that b+L = b+L. Thus the map is monic.

Now assume (1) and (2). In order to show that y^-y* is epic, take any

9 e C(R - M/ML). First it will be shown that for any member x of any free A-

basis {x(a)} of M— A, the map 9 preserves "lines" in the sense that (xA + ML)9

^xA + ML. For any cígA, write (xc/-l-AfL)0=xc7+z-|-MT, where z=x(l)d(\)

+ ■ ■ ■ +x(n)d(n) (d, 0^d(i) e A), where x, x(l),..., x(n) e {x(a)} are all distinct.

By assumption (2), there exists r eR such that rx = x, rx(l)= ■ ■ ■ =rx(n) = 0. But

then comparison of the two equations

[r(xd+ML)]9 = [xd+ML]9 = xd+z + ML,

r[(xd+ML)6] = r[xd+z + ML] = xd+ML

shows that z e ML and that (xA+ML)9çxA + ML.

It will be shown that for 9eC(R-M/ML) there exists yeC(A-A/L) with

y* = 9. For any d+L e A/L, (d+L)y is defined in three steps as follows:

(1) Pick any member x of any free A-basis of M.

(2) Define <?g A by (xd+ML)6=xd+ML.

(3) Set (d+L)y = d+L.

Thus far y: A/7, ->- A/7 is an abelian group homomorphism. It remains to show

that [cd+L]y = c[(d+L)y] = cd+L for any c g A. There exists r eR such that rx=xc.

Since 9 commutes with r, [r(xd+ML)]9 = [xcd+ML]9 = r[(xd+ML)9]

= r[xd+ML]=xc3+ML. Use of the definition of y in the last equation shows that

(cd+L)y = cd+L = c[d+L] = c[(d+L)y]. Thus y g C(A-A/L)^N(L)/L. However,

now it follows further that y is of the form y=b+L; where b e N(L) and (d+L)y

= db+L.

In order to conclude that y* = 9, it will be necessary to show that the definition of
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y is independent of the choice of x. If y is a member of even possibly some other

free A-basis of M, then simply choose reR with rx=y. Then r[(xd+ML)d]

= r[xd+ML]=yd+ML, while [rxd+ML]6=(yd+ML)6.

By taking right A-linear combinations of the members of any basis of M, such

as {x(aj}, it now follows that for any me M, (m + ML)6 = mb + ML. Thus y* = 9

and the two natural maps are inverses of one another, and C(A — A/L)

ZC(R-M/ML).
A corollary of the proof of the above theorem shows that C(R—M/ML) pre-

serves "lines" in M/ML.

3.7. Corollary to Theorem I. Under the assumptions (1) and (2) of the last

theorem, (m + ML)C(R - M/ML) g m A + ML for any meM.

The next proposition describes the action of R and C(R — M ¡ML) on M ¡ML

much more concretely than the previous theorem. A curious by-product of the

next proposition is that M ¡ML can also be made into a left A-module in a non-

natural nonunique way.

Proposition 3.8. Consider R-M-AeJf, with M-A free on X= {x(a) \ aeJ},

where J is an indexing set, and any left ideal Lc A. Define F to be Y = C(R - M ¡ML).

Then the module M ¡ML has the following properties:

(i) If x(a) is defined as x(a) = 1 +L e A/Z for each aeJ, then there is an iso-

morphism of right T-modules

M ¡ML -+ © {x(a) A/Z, | a £ /},

x(a)t+ML-+ x(a)(t+L),       te A.

(ii) R acts on M ¡ML as follows: for any reR, x(a) e X, and r¡ e A/L, if rx(a)

= x(l)d(l)-\-\-x(n)d(n)for x(i) e X and d(i) e A, then

«
r[x(a}n] =   2   X(i)d(i)r].

i=l

(iii) r acts on M ¡ML via the isomorphism r^C(A —A/Z) and by respecting the

direct sum decomposition in (i).

(iv) IfiL is an ideal in A, then T^C(A- A/Z) = A¡LandR- M ¡ML -TeJf.

Proof. Conclusions (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from the previous theorem, and from

the isomorphism

MI ML = © x(a)A/© x(a)L ~ © x(a)(A¡L).

For any left ideal, if 1 e A, C(A- A/Z)=TV(Z)/Z, where N(L)={b e A \ LbçL}.

If Z is an ideal, then N(L) = A. But then by (i), M ¡ML- T is free on {x(a) \aej}

and, clearly, the transitivity requirement carries over.

4. Tensor products. A shortcoming of the class of simple modules is that they

are not closed under tensor products. This defect is remedied by the class JTF.
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First, a brief explanation is given why tensor products of simple modules need

not be simple.

Definition 4.1. Let A be any algebra over any field F of arbitrary characteristic.

(1 e A is not assumed.) Suppose V=A- V is any left ,4-algebra module. For an

integer «, A is n-transitive on V (with respect to F) provided for any F-linearly

independent elements x(l),..., x(n) e V and any arbitrary set of elements

w(l),..., w(n) e V, there exists an element a e A with ax(i) = w(i) for /= 1,..., n.

The module A — V is simple if there are no proper ^-submodules and if A V= V

,¿(0). It is absolutely simple if C(A -V)=F.

Let M (A) be the algebra of left and right translations by A acting on the vector

space (A, +) and view/i as a left M(A)-module. Then .4 is simple if M (A) —(A, +)

is simple, A is central simple if M (A) —(A, +) is absolutely simple (see [7, p. 109]).

The next remarks will clarify the subsequent theorems.

Remarks 4.2. The following facts for an ^4-module V are either trivial, or are

folklore, or follow immediately from the previous considerations.

(1) V is simple if and only if A is 1-transitive.

(2) V is absolutely simple if and only if A is «-transitive for every «.

(3) «-transitivity is equivalent to 2-transitivity.

(4) Assume that F is algebraically closed and that the dimension of V over F

is strictly smaller than the cardinality of F. If V is simple, then C(A — V) = F and

V is absolutely simple.

(5) Consider simple left modules M, and Mz over algebras A, and A2. Abbreviate

"simple" by "s", "central simple" by "as", and "absolutely simple" by "ab.s"

Then M, <g M2 has the following properties :

Mi Mz M, ® M2

ab.s

ab.s

ab.s ab.s

If A, and A2 are simple, then in particular, the above may be applied to (A¡, +)

as a left M(^,)-m°dule (see [7, p. 114]):

c.s

At

c.s c.s c.s

Conclusions (iii) and (iv) in the theorem below are generalizations of the
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Azumaya-Nakayama Theorem ([7, p. 114, Theorem 1]), which only deals with

simple modules.

4.3. Theorem II. Suppose A¡— M¡ — A¡e$TF (see  3.3) for   '=1,2.   Suppose

X={x(a)}, Y={y(ß)} are the Au A2-free bases of Mx, M2. Define A-M-A and

X® Y as A=Ai® A2, M=Mi® M2, A = At eg) A2, and X® Y={x(a) (g) y(ß)}.

(i) Then M-A is free on X® Y.

(ii) A acts transitively on M (see 3.2) and thus A — M— A e CfF.

(iii) If C(A¡- Mi) = A¡ for i = 1 and 2, then C(A - M) = A.

(iv) The lattice of left A-submodules of M is isomorphic to the lattice of left ideals

of A under

&(A-(A,+))-^if(A-M),       L->ML.

Proof, (i) Since the tensor product commutes with direct sums, it follows from

Mi = @ x(a)Aj and M2 = @y(ß)A2 that M=@ x(a) eg .K^Aj. <g> A2 is a free A-

module.

(ii) It will be shown that the criterion 3.2(a) holds. Given an integer tj, an element

de A, and z, z(l),..., z(n) e Xeg Y with z(") = x(a(i)) <g y(ß(i)), where (a(i), ß(i))

= «/), ß(j)) if and only if/-/ Set x(/)=x(a(i)), y(j)=y(ß(j)) and list all x(i), y(j)

appearing in the z(A:)'s :

x(l),...,x(p);       y(l),...,y(q).

Then {z(l),..., z(w)}£{x(z) Cgyíj) | lúiUp; iíkjúq}. It suffices to find an r e A

such that rx(l) <g> v(l) = zc7and rx(i) eg) y(j)=0 for (i,j)¥>(l, 1). Write

z = x eg) y,       x g X, y e Y;

d = d(l) eg) 8(1) + ■ • • +d(t) (g) 8(i),       d(i) g Ai, 8(i) g A2;

zd = xcf(l) <g> yS(l)+ ■ ■ ■ +xd(t) <g> y8(t).

For each k=l,..., t there exist elements satisfying

a(k) g Ax : a(k)x(l) = xd(k),   a(k)x(i) = 0   for /* 1 ;

bik) e A2 : bik)yi\) = yKk),   bik)yij) = 0   for j * 1.

Finally, if r is defined as r = a(l) Cg Z>(1)-|-ha(0 eg bit), then

rx(l) ® ^(1) = zcf,       rx(') eg) v(y) = 0   if (/J) ^ (1, 1).

(iii) Set r = C(A7-A). Then, first, since Af-A is free, 7)(M- A) = C(r-M)

= A. By 3.5(i), A is dense in T; hence C(^-M)çC(r-M). Since A = CiAi-Mx)

® CiA2-M2), AçCiA-M). Combining the two inclusions, we get AçCiA-M)

£ C(F - M) = A, and thus CiA -M) = A.

(iv) The proof of (iv) follows immediately from 3.5.

It is not clear under what hypotheses the next proposition can be generalized

from ideals to subrings.
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Proposition 4.4. Consider a module M=R-M over any ring R. Suppose I^R

is any ideal such that, for any me M, lm = (0) => m = 0. (In particular, if R — M is

simple and IM^(0), then for any 0=£m e M, Im = M and the above applies.) Then

C(R-M) = C(I-M).

Proof. Even for a subring 7c R, C(Ä-M)sC(7-A7) always holds. Suppose

m = (rv)y — r(vy) for reR,veM, and ye C(I-M). Then for any i el,

im = i[(rv)y]-(ir)(vy) = [i(rv)]y - [(ir)v]y = 0.

Thus m = 0, y e C(R - M), and C(R -M) = C(I- M).

Remark 4.5. The proof of the next observation is elementary and is omitted.

Suppose A, —M-, —A-, and A — M—AeJfF as in Theorem II. Define A¡l=A¡ if

1 € A¡ or adjoin an identity in the usual way if 1 $A¡ by forming FxA¡. Then

C(A-M) = C(A,1 ®A2-M) = C(A,1 ® A2l-M),

A,1®A2-M-AandA,l®A2l-M-Ae$rF.

Conclusion (iii) in the next theorem in case both M, and M2 are simple modules

is proved in [6]. In case A, and Az are primitive, there do not seem to be necessary

and sufficient conditions for A, ® A2 to be primitive (see [6, p. 20, Theorem 1]).

4.6. Theorem III. 7« addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, assume that

(a) M, and M2 are faithful left A,- and Az-modules; one of the modules A, — M,

or Az — Mz is cyclic.

(b) Z<= A is a left ideal such that L : A = {r¡ e A \ r¡A^L} = (0).

Then the following hold:

(i) M/MLisafaithfulA-module.

(ii) Consequently, by taking Z = {0}, it follows that in particular M is a faithful

A-module.

(iii) If A is a left primitive ring, i.e. if (0)=L:Afor some maximal left ideal L,

then M ¡ML is a simple faithful A-module.

Proof. Let a nonzero element

«
£=   2  a(i) ® b(i) e A, ® Az

i=l

be given with b(l),..., b(ri) linearly independent. Suppose {x(a)}, {y(ß)} are the

free Al5 A2-bases of M,, M2. Assume M2 = A2w is cyclic where w e M2. Forany;t(a),

there are c(k, i) e A, and d(k, i) e A2 such that

a(i)x(a) = x(l)c(l, /)+■•• +x(p)c(p, i),

b(i)w = y(l)d(l,i)+--.+y(q)d(q,i),

with x(l),...,x(p)e{x(a)} and y(l),..., y(q)e{y(ß)} all distinct. By allowing

some of the c(k, i) and d(k, i) to be zero we may assume that p, q, the x(k), and
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yik) are the same for all /'. Since a(l)A7i/0, there is an a with a(l)x(a)^0, and the

notation may so be chosen that c(l, l)/0. By the transitivity condition, there

exists an a e Ai with ax(l) = x(l), cix(2)= • ■ • =ax(p) = 0. Set c(i) = c(l, i). If 1 $ A2,

form A2l and consider A2l - M2. A computation shows that

n
(1) (a <g) l)íx(a) <g> w =   2  x(l)c(i) (g) b(i)w.

i=l

Since A2 — M2 is faithful and since the b(i) are linearly independent, also b(l)w,

..., b(n)w are linearly independent. But then Mi (g) b(l)w,..., Mi (g b(n)w are n

linearly independent subspaces. Thus the sum (1) is not zero because the nonzero

elements of (x(l)c(') eg b(i)w} are linearly independent and x(l)c(l) eg) ¿>(l)iv^0.

Thus also íx(oí) (g) w=¿0 and (ii) A acts faithfully on AT. Equation (1) can be re-

written as

a n
(2) (a <g> l)£x(a) <g w =   2   *0) ® J^) 2  <"(') ® <*(*» 0 * °-

fc=l i=l

Thus at least one of the c7 summands in the above sum on k is not zero. Choose

the notation so that this nonzero term occurs for fc—1; set d(i) = d(l, i) and

77 = c(l) <g> d(l)+ ■ ■ ■ +c(n) <g d(n). Thus x(l) ® y(l)-q=/=0. By transitivity, there is

a be A2 with by(l)=y(l), by(2)= ■ ■ ■ =by(q)=0. For any t e A = A! eg) A2, equa-

tion (2) yields

a eg b{[(x(a) eg w)t] = x(l) <g yil)r¡t.

Due to the fact that AT-A is free on {x(a) eg y(ß)}, it follows that

x(l) (g y(l)r¡t g A/7, o-qteL.

Since 777^0, hypothesis (b) guarantees that there exists ígA with r¡t$L. Con-

sequently A —M ¡ML is faithful and (i) holds.

(iii) Since MeJf, we have if(A-M/ML)^if(A-A/L) by 3.5(h) and thus

M/ML is simple if and only if F is a maximal left ideal. If A is primitive, L may be

so chosen that M ¡ML is not only simple but also a faithful ,4-module.

In order to illustrate the power and usefulness of Theorems I and III, a result of

Harada and Kanzaki [6, pp. 19-20, Theorem 1(1)] is obtained immediately as a

corollary. Due to the fact that in their formulation both a ring as well as its central-

izer act on the same side of the module, they assumed A is right primitive, A left

primitive; while the centralizers of A and ^-modules are anti-isomorphic. The

present formulation is slightly simpler in that only left primitive rings and only

isomorphisms need be considered.

4.7. Corollary to Theorems I and III. Suppose A¡ are primitive algebras

over any field F with simple, faithful modules M¡ and associated division rings A;

= C(A¡-M¡)for 7=1, 2. As before, if A=Ai eg ̂ 42 and A = Ax eg A2, then

(i) A left primitive => A is left primitive.
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(ii) For any simple faithful left A-module V, there is a simple faithful left A-

module V.

(iii) Furthermore, C(A-V)^C(A-V).

Proof. Any simple, faithful A—Fis of the form V^ A/Z where Z<= A is a maximal

left ideal with

L:A = {7]eA\vA^L} = {0},

and conversely. Set M=M,® M2. Thus by Theorem 4.6, A - M ¡ML is simple and

faithful. Thus (i) and (ii) hold with V= M ¡ML. (iii) By Theorem 4.3(iii), C(A - M)

= A. But then Theorem 3.6 is applicable to A-M-AeJT, to conclude that the

following division rings are naturally isomorphic:

C(A-A/Z)s C(A-M).

5. Primitive ideals in tensor products. Throughout none of the algebras are

assumed to have an identity unless otherwise stated.

Notation 5.1. If not stated otherwise, the term "module" refers to a left

module. Also, a module V over an algebra A is an algebra module. The endomor-

phism ring Hom^ (V, V) of Vis denoted by D=End V, and as before D acts on

the right of V. A module is completely reducible if it is a direct sum of simple

modules.

Consider algebras A, B, and E over a field F (of arbitrary characteristic). As

is customary for semigroups, for any algebra A, an algebra A1 is defined as A1

= A if le A and A1 = FxA otherwise with the usual operations ((f,a)(f,a)

= (ffifä+fia+aäj). The reader may wish to simply assume A1=A throughout.

The symbol "<I" denotes ideals, e.g. A <\ A1. Any /4-module is an /^-module if

I i A, and any algebra homomorphism </>: A -> E has a natural extension

4>:Al^FxE,       (fia)->(fi<f>(a)),

even when I e E. Abbreviate l=(l,0)eA1 and write F(l, 0) ® 77=1 ®

B^A1 ® B. All tensor products are over F.

5.2. Suppose </>: A-^- E and i/>: 2?-> E are homomorphisms whose images in E

commute elementwise. Then there is a unique map </> ® </> and a commutative

diagram

0 -► A -> A1 ® B+A ® Bl  <- B <- 0

E

where (</> ® tb)(a ® b)=</>(a)tb(b), (t¡> ® ib)(a ® l)=<j>(a) and (</> ® </-)(l <g b) = tb(b).

The point of all of the above is that in general A® B does not have the universal

property, while (F x A) ® B + A ® (F x B) is the unique tensor product in the category
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of all rings with or without identity and homomorphisms that need not preserve

identities.

Recall that an exact category is one having kernels and cokernels, or equiva-

lent^, unique monic epic factorization. The next lemma is valid in any exact

category in which the tensor product is an exact functor, and in particular for

tensor products over a field. Its proof is a straightforward categorical argument

and is omitted.

Lemma 5.3. Consider F-algebras A, B and any left ideals Li<=A, L2^B. Define

L=A CgF2+7-i eg) B. LetJ^A eg B denote the left ideal defined as the kernel of the

map A <g) B -> A/Li Cg B/Lz of left A ® B-modules.

(i) There is a commutative diagram

0 0 0

v

->- 7,i (g> L2

0 -> A®L2

B

-+ A®B

7,1 ® (B/Li) -> 0

->  A eg (B/Li) -► 0

(A®B)U

0 -> (Á/Lx) ®L2-> (A/L{) ® B -► (A/Li) ® (B/Li)-► 0

0 0 0

(ii) 7 is the unique left ideal (subobject) of A ® B containing A ® L2 andLi ® B;

furthermore J=L.

(iii) A ® L2 n Lx ® B=LX ® L2.

Although stated for algebras, the previous lemma is also valid for modules over

a ring.

Corollary 5.4. Let Pi<\A, P2<\B be any ideals and define P=A®P2

+Pi ® B.

(i) Then P < A® Band A® B/P^A/Pi ® B/P2.

(ii) IfJ<A®B is an ideal andJ=A®P2 + Pi®B = A®T2 + Ti® Bfor some

ideals Px,Ti<\A and P2, T2 < B, then Pi = Tx and P2 = T2.

(iii) If Pi, P2 are any ideals of the form Pi=Li'.A = {a e A | aA^Li}, P2=L2:B

where L\, L2 are regular left ideals, set L = A ® L2 + Li ® B. Then P is an ideal with

a relative right identity andP^L:(A ® B), where L is a regular left ideal.

Proof. In this proof only " + " will mean a vector space direct sum. For some /,

either T¡\P¡ or P¡\T¡¿0. Suppose 0 ^Fi\Fi = Fi\(Fi n Fi). Choose a vector sub-
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space P, with T,\(P, n Ti)çp, and A=P,+P\. Then select any complementary

vector subspaces TV and P2 such that P1=P1nT, + N with T, n TV=(0), and

B=P2+P2. In general, if A=P,+P,, Bare any vector spaces and the sum is direct,

then A ® B=P, ® B+P, ® B is also direct. Thus

Pi ® P2 + (Pi nT,)®P2+N®P2 = A® P2,

A®B = P,® B+(P, n T,) ® P2 + N®P2 + (P, n T,) ® P2 + N®P2

= J+(P, n Ti) ® ?z+N®P2.

But (0)^(P\ n Tí) (g Pz=J contradicts the directness of the last sum. Thus

P, = T, and P2 = T2.

Consider algebras A, B over a field F, simple modules A—V, B— W with asso-

ciated division rings D, A. Then a fundamental result of Azumaya-Nakayama says

that End V ® W=D ® A. (See [7, p. 113].) The next proposition generalizes this

by not requiring that W be simple by using a different proof. In the subsequent

Theorem I in 5.10, it will be assumed that End V=Ffor simple modules Fand W.

The next proposition then shows that in this case End V ® W= End Wis a division

ring.

Proposition 5.5. Suppose that A and B are algebras over afield F, that V is a

simple A-module, and W a cyclic B-module. Then

End V® W = End V® End W

provided either one of the following two conditions are satisfied:

(a) either W is a simple B-module;

(b) orleB.

Proof. First, clearly End V ® W^ End V ® End W. Secondly, since V and W

are modules over A1 and B1, it follows that V ® W is an A1 ® A-module. Lastly,

it will be shown that any A ® 77-endomorphism fi of V ® W commutes also with

A1 ® B1. In order to show that/commutes with A1 <g B, by linearity it suffices to

show that /((l ® b)v ® w)=l ® bf(v ® w) for any b eB, veV, and w e W. If

assumption (a) holds, then an entirely parallel argument applies to A ® B1, while

if (b) holds, there is nothing to prove. Write f(v (g w) as a finite sum of the form

fi(v ® w) = ~Zxd® y with yeW, de D, and the x's 7>independent in V. Since V

is a simple /i-module, by Jacobson's density theorem, there exists an ae A with

av=v, ax=x for all x. Consequently

(l®b)v®w = (a® b)v ® w,

f((l ®b)v®w) = a® bfi(v <g w) = 2 axd® by = I ® bf(v ® w).

Thus/commutes with A1 ® B+A ® B1=A® B+l® B+A ® 1 and thus also

with A1 ® B1. Subsequently, in writing a® I it is not assumed that I e B, or

similarly for 1 ® b that I e A.

Let {d(i) | i el} be an T^-basis of Z)=End V and {v(j) \jeJ} a Z)-basis of V.
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Let fe End V® Wand take v(k) and w e W arbitrary. Then for some finite subset

S(k, w>)ç7x7, there is a unique sum consisting of nonzero terms

(1) f(v(k) ®w)= 2 v(J)dii) ® g(i,j, k, w)
ii,j)eSik,w)

where g(i,j, k, w) e W at this point must be assumed to be a function of both k

and w. It should be noted that {v(i)d(j)} is an F-basis of V and that, in any tensor

product of vector spaces, if the first factors belong to a basis and are distinct,

then firstly, they are unique and, secondly, also the second factors g(i,j, k, w) are

unique (but not necessarily linearly independent). (Alternatively, the sum could be

taken over all of 7x7 with the understanding that, for each fixed k and w, the

function g(i,j, k, w) is nonzero at only a finite number of (i,j).)

Let I(k, w) and J(k, w) be the projections of S(k, w) onto 7 and 7. Suppose

k $ J(k, w). Pick any p e J(k, w). By Jacobson's density theorem there exists an

a e A with

av(k) = av(p) = v(k),

av(j) = 0   for je J(k, w) but for y ^ p (or k).

Then

f(v(k) ®w) = f((a ® l)v(k) ®w) = a® lf(v(k) ® w)

= 2 v(k)d(i) ® g(i, p, k, w).
(i, p) G S(k, W)

Since {v(j)d(i) \ (i,j) g 7x7} is an F-basis of V, sums of the above forms are unique.

Comparison of the latter expressions with equation (1) for f(v(k) ® w) contradicts

the assumption that k $ J(k, w).

Thus k e J(k, w). In this case there is an a e A with

avik) = vik),       avij) = 0  for j e 7(&, w) but for j =£ k.

Thus fiia® l)vik)® w) = a® Ifivik)® w) shows that Jik, w) = {k} and con-

sequently that Sik, w) = Iik, w) x {k}. Hence

(2) fivik)®w)=       2       vik)dii) ® gii, k, w)
i e Iik, w)

where g(i, k, w)=g(i, k, k, w).

For any p =£k, take a e A with av(k) = v(p). By applying a ® 1 to (2) we obtain

f(v (p) ®w)= f(av(k) ®w) = a® lf(v(k) ® w)

2       v(p)d(i) ® g(i, K w).
iel(k,w)

Substitution of k =p in (2) gives

f(v(p) ®w)=       2       v(p)dii) ® gii, p, w).
i e lip, w)
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Comparison of the above two expressions shows that

I(k, w) = I(p, w) = I(w)   and   g(i, k, w) = g(i, p, w) = g(i, w)

are both independent of k. For any w e W, which at this point does not yet have to

be specialized to be a cyclic vector, and any b e B, use of (2) with bw in place of w

shows that

f(v(k) ®bw)=      2       »ik)d(i) ® g(i, bw).
i e I(bw)

Application of 1 ® b directly to (2) gives

1 <g bf(v(k) ®w) =     2     v(k)d(i) ® bg(i, w).
i e I(w)

Again, comparison of these two expressions shows that I(w) = I(bw) is independent

of w again and that bg(i, w)=g(i, bw). It should be stressed that this independence

did not use the fact that there is a cyclic vector in W. Thus for each i, the map

g(i, ):W^-W,       w^g(i, w)

is a 77-homomorphism and belongs to End W. Now take w e W to be a cyclic

vector. Thus there is a finite subset {1, ...,«}<=/ that indexes d(l),..., d(n)

e {d(i) | i e 1} and g(l, ),..., g(n, ) e End W such that for any k and v(k), any

a e A, b e B we have

«
fi(av(k) ®bw)=   2   av(k)d(i) ® gii, bw).

i=l

Since V is simple, since {v(k) \ kel} is a 7>basis of V, and since W=Bw, every

element of V ® W is a finite sum of elements of the form av(k) ® bw. It follows

that for any x e V, y e W we have

fi(x ®y) = xd(l) ® gil, y)+--- +xdin) ® gin, y),

or

f=d(l)®g(l, )+---+d(n)®g(n, ).

Thus End V® W=End V® End W.

The next lemma is well known and easy to prove.

Lemma 5.6. Suppose TV is any completely reducible module over an F-algebra A

and if is a set of representatives of the simple A-modules which appear in TV. Then TV

is uniquely of the form N=@ {V® W(V) \ Ve if}, where W(V) is an F-vector

space whose dimension is the multiplicity of V in TV, and where a(v ® w) = av® w

for aeA,veV and weW( V).

The next lemma will be used several times later. In particular, it applies to a

simple module.
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Lemma 5.7. Consider any ring R (or algebra) and any ideal T<\ R. iAn identity

is not assumed for R or T.) Suppose N is any T-module with N=TN and such that

any O^z e N satisfies Fz/(0). Then N is in a unique natural way also an R-module.

Proof. Each x g A* is a finite sum x = 2 ty for some t eT, y e N. For any r e R,

define rx by rx = 2 (rt)y. To prove that rx is well defined and unique, it suffices to

show that x = 0 implies rx = 0. Suppose 0#z=2 (rt)y. Then Fz^(O) and for some

ueT, 0=£uz=(ur) 2 ty=0 since ur e T, and this is a contradiction. Thus N is an

2c-module.

Corollary 5.8. Consider algebras A, B over the field F with 1 $ A. Set Al =

FxA. Then every simple A ® B-module N is also a module over A1 ® B, and con-

sequently also a B-module.

Proposition 5.9. Consider algebras A, B over afield F. Assume that

(a) Every A-module is completely reducible.

(h) For every simple A-module V, End V=F.

Then every simple A ® B-module is of the form V ® W, where V, W are simple

A-, B-modules; V, W are unique up to A-, B-module isomorphisms.

Proof. Let A* be a simple A ® 2?-moduIe and let if be any set of representatives

of the classes of simple ,4-modules, which appear in A — N. Since A ® B <\ A1 ® Bl,

A*is a module over A1 ® B1, and consequently also over 2?s 1 ® B and A^A ® 1.

By Lemma 5.6, N is uniquely of the form

N = @{V® W(V)\ Veif},

where WiV) is an F-vector space whose dimension is the multiplicity of Fin N.

Furthermore, (a ® l)(i> ® w) = av ® w. By Corollary 5.8, N is also a 1 ® B

^2?-module. If b e B and w e WiV), then since V ® w% V as an /4-module, either

(1 ® b)V® w=0or(l ®b)V® w^V. Since F® W(V) is the sum of all A ® 1-

submodules of N that are isomorphic to V, it is mapped into itself by every

A ® 1-endomorphism of N. Since 1 ® b is an A ® 1-endomorphism of

F® W(V), it follows that (1 ® b)V ® W(V)^V® W(V). Since V® W(V) is

an A ® Ä-submodule of the simple module V® W, it follows that if = {V} is a

singleton; set W= W(V), then N= V® W. Clearly, Fis unique up to isomorphism

while the F-dimension of W is determined uniquely as the multiplicity of V in N.

Let be B, veV, and w e W be given. Write (1 ® b)v ® w = kv ® w + k(l)v(\)

® w(l)+ ■ ■ ■ +k(n)v(n) ® w(n), where ti^O; where k, k(l),..., k(n) e F; v, v(l),

..., v(n) are F-independent in V; and w, w(l),..., w(n) e W. Since End V=F, there

exists an a g A with av = v but au(l)=ai;(2)= • • • =av(n) = 0. Then (1 ® b)v ® w

= (a ® 1)(1 ® b)v ® w = kv ® w. Thus « = 0.

If 0/vg V is any other element, then there is a de A with dv=y. Thus

(1 ® b)y ® w=(d® 1)(1 ® b)v ® w=ky ® w. Consequently k does not depend on

v but merely on b and w, i.e. k = k(b, w). It is easily seen that k is F-bilinear in b
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and w. Define bw = kw. Then If is a simple 5-module with an action compatible

with A® B and V ® W, i.e. (a ® b)v ® w = av ® bw.

Although conclusion (i) of the next theorem is already in the literature and

it follows from the previously mentioned and rather complicated Azumaya-

Nakayama theorem [7, p. 114], for the sake of completeness, a short, direct, and

different proof is given below. A result in some ways related to the next theorem is

the following. Consider primitive ideals P, <l A, Pz O B and the associated simple

modules V, W with P,=0: V={a e A \ aV=0}, Pz=0: W. It appears to be an open

question whether the next theorem is true if End V ® End If is a division ring.

There do exist nonsimple modules whose centralizers are division rings. The best

that seems to be known in this direction is that if End V ® End W i's primitive,

then A/P, <g 77/P2 is primitive [6, p. 20, Theorem 1]; the associated faithful, simple

module is shown to exist, but is not concretely described. It in no way follows from

either the statements of theorems nor their methods of proof in [6] that V ® W is a

simple faithful module, nor what the regular maximal left ideals that determine

A® Pz+P\® B look like. In spite of the fact that the conclusions of the next

theorem are exactly what one would naturally expect, there just does not seem to be

a short proof.

5.10. Theorem IV. Consider F-algebras A, B (where identities are not assumed)

and simple modules V=A/L\, W=B/Lz where L\, L2 are regular maximal left ideals.

Define P,=L,:A={aeA \ aA^L,}, P2 = L2:B, L = A®L2 + L,®B, and P = A

<g P2+P1 ® B. If either End V=F or End W=F, then the following hold:

(i) V ® W is a simple A ® B-module.

(ii) V ® W^A ® B/L; in particular L is a regular maximal left ideal; further-

more A ® B/P^A/P, ® B/P2.

(iii) P=L:(A ® B); consequently P is a primitive ideal of A ® B.

Proof, (i) Assume End W=F and let D be the division ring 7_) = End V. It

suffices to show that for any 0 + xeV ® W and v® we V® W, there exists an

a® be A ® B with a® bx = v® w. Write x as a finite sum x = v(0) ® w(0) + ■ ■ ■

+ v(n)® w(n) with the w(i) linearly F-independent and the v(i)j^0. There is a

beB with bw(0) = w and bw(l)= ■■■ =bw(n) = 0. Thus (1 <g b)x = v(0) ® w. Now

choose an a e A such that av(0) = v. Thus a® bx = v® w.

(ii) If e(i) is a relative right identity for L¡, then e(l) ® e(2) is a relative right

identity for L. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that

(A ® B)¡L ^V®W,       (A® B)¡P s A¡P, ® B¡P2,

PçO:V® W = L:(A®B).

Since V ® W is simple by (i), Z is a regular maximal left ideal and 0: V® W is

primitive.

(iii) In order to prove that 0 : V ® W^P, consider $ e A ® B with £ V ® W= (0).

The ideal P2 is an intersection of regular maximal left ideals M of 77 of the form
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M=0:w={be B | bw = 0} for O^weW and let AT be any one of these. Write

A, M, and B as F-vector space direct sums A =Pi+Pi, M= M+P2, and B-=P2 + M

=P2 + M + P2. Consequently A ® B=PX ® P2+Pi ® M+P is also an F-vector

space direct sum. Choose F-vector space bases {a(a)} for P\, {c(/)} for F2, and {o(/)}

for AT. Then f is uniquely of the form

f = n /(«> «>(«) ® c0')+ 2 A«. <>(<*) ® ¿(0+/>,
a   /—1 (a>0

where /> g F and fia, i) e F. Note that o(')w g ATw = (0) for all i. Since W=Bw,

there is an element ug2? with w = uw. Since End 1F=F, by Jacobson's density

theorem there exists for each 1 ̂ /^« an element b e B such that

bcii) + M = u + M,       bc(J) g Af   for j ^ /.

Since M=0:w and (1 ® ¿>)£F® W=iO), any u g F satisfies

1 ® bÇv ® w = 2 /(«» f)a(a)i' ® w = 0.
a

Thus since d g V is arbitrary, 2/(<*> 'M«) gFi=0: F. It now follows that in the

above direct decomposition of i the first (double) sum belongs to Ft ® B^P and

hence is zero and must be empty. Thus

f = 2 a(a) ® b(a, i) +p, b(a, /) = 2 /(«> WfU
a i

where ci(a) and peP are as before and independent of AT=0:h\ In any tensor

product of vector spaces, if the first factors a(a) are distinct and belong to a basis,

then first, they are necessarily unique, and secondly, each b(a, i) is also unique.

(However, unlike the case with the b(i), now the b(a, i) need, of course, no longer

be linearly independent.) Since corresponding to each M=0: w as w varies over W,

$ has such an expression in terms of the same basis {a(a)} of Pi, the same expression

is valid simultaneously for all AT and consequently each

b(a, i) e H {0: w \ 0 + w e W} = P2.

Hence fe?, andF = 0:F® W=L:(A ® B).

The next corollary combines the previous theorem with Proposition 5.9 and is

perhaps of more interest than the theorem. The uniqueness assertion in the

corollary follows from the uniqueness in 5.9.

5.11. Corollary to Theorem IV. Consider algebras A and B over a field F

satisfying:

(a) Every A-module is completely reducible.

(b) End V= F for every simple A-module V.

Then the following hold:

ii) If V, W are any simple A, B-modules, then V ® W is simple over A® B.

Conversely, every simple A ® B-module is uniquely of this form.
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(ii) There is a bijective map of primitive ideal spaces

Prim A x Prim B -+ Prim A ® B,

(PuPz)^A®Pz + B®Pi.

If 1 e A, then, of course, the hypothesis (a) of the last corollary holds if and only

if A is semisimple with the minimum condition. However, if 1 $ A, there are far

more general rings satisfying (a) than merely those with the minimum condition

(see [1]).

6. Examples.   Some examples and counterexamples are given.

The next example gives a method whereby starting from any module in the class

Jf, new modules in Jf are generated. Furthermore, every ring R and bimodule

R — M— A e Jf" can be represented as in 6.1(a) with V= A and D = A.

Example 6.1. Suppose D-V-AeJf with V-A free on {y(X) \ X e A}. For

any indexing set J of any cardinality, define V(a) by V(a)^ V for a eJ and form

M = © V(a); A acts on M— A by componentwise multiplication. If e(a): F-> V(a)

<= M is the natural inclusion map, then M—A is free on

X = {y(X)e(a) |(A, a)eAxZ}.

Any column summable matrix (with respect to M as in 2.8) over D whose rows and

columns are indexed by J acts by left multiplication on M. "Column finite" will

refer to a finite number of nonzero entries in each column, and similarly for row

finite.

(a) Let R be any subring of the ring of all column finite matrices with the

property that

Vi,j e J and VdeD,       3 \\b(a, ß)\\ e R such that bQJ) = d, è(a,y) = 0

if a # i for all a e J.

(The latter holds, in particular, if R contains the ring of all column and row finite

matrices.) Then R-M-A eJf, and R- M is simple if and only if D- Fis.

(b) If R — M - A is as in (a), except that now R is a subring of the ring of all row

finite but column summable matrices, the same construction and conclusions as in

(a) hold.

(c) The set TV of eventually constant vectors is a A-submodule in Mc TV<= n V(a),

where TV consists of all m e T~[ V(a) such that all except a finite number (depending

on m) of components of «i are constant in V. If u e TV has each of its components

equal to some fixed y e {y(X)}, then TV- A is free on {y(X)e(a)} u {«}. Note that

N=M ® wA as A-modules where uA^ V. Take S to be the set of all row finite

matrices 77 such that if a finite number (depending on 77) of rows are deleted, then

every column of 77 is constant. It follows that 77 has only a finite number of nonzero

columns and that S is a ring. As before, S-N— AeJC and S-N is simple if and

only if D— Fis.
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The question arises whether in Theorem III, A — AT— A g JfF with A — M

faithful and cyclic implies that A — M is simple. Aside from showing that this need

not be the case, the next example also shows how nonsimple modules in the class

JfF arise naturally as quotients of rings.

Example 6.2. Take any not necessarily commutative integral domain with

1 g K that is also an algebra over a field F. In the F-algebra A of all 2 x 2 matrices

with entries in K, define 7, as the left ideal of all matrices with the first column zero

and set M = A/L^K © K. Define A to be A = 7v with A acting on the right of AT

by componentwise multiplication. Then A — M— AeJfF, M = A(l, 1) is a cyclic

and a faithful /1-module, but A - AT is not simple unless Kis a division ring.

The next example describes a method of obtaining primitive ideals of A ® B not

of the form A®P2+Pi®B.

Example 6.3. Take A = F[x] and B=F[y] with x2=y2=0. The local rings A

and B contain unique primitive ideals Pi = Ax and P2=By. Then every vector

subspace 7 with 1 ® 1 ̂  7 and with x ® y e J is an ideal. If 1 ® 1 ̂  7 and the

codimension of7is one, then A ® B/J^Fand Jis a maximal ideal. There are many

such subspaces J+A ® P2+Pi ® B. For example, take

J = F(x®y) + F(l ® 1 + 1®j>) + F(1 ® 1+x® 1).
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